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What can implants do for me? 
Dental implants not only replace your missing teeth, they 
replace your roots as well, for the strength, stability, and 
bone stimulation nature intended. That means you can:
 
• Throw away the gooey adhesive
• Eat whatever you like
• Brush and floss as usual
• Never remove your dentures for soaking

They even help you recapture your youthful appearance 
by preventing bone loss and offering a natural look so 
you feel much more vital and sexy! In fact, the improved 
hygiene and strength dental implants  offer will save you a 
lot of expense over time – both in enjoyment of life and in 
cumulative, dental expenses. 

Why was I told I  
can’t have implants? 
Probably because you have 
already experienced bone loss. 
If you’ve been told you can’t 
have implants, Dr. Nerestant’s 
bone-augmentation services 
might be just the thing. This 
technique can rebuild and replace 
lost bone, enabling Dr. Nerestant 
to place the implants you thought 
you would never have. Dr.  
Nerestant’s technique could save 
your smile!

Strength and Beauty – 

It’s In Your Smile
 

THE MODERN MIRACLE OF DENTAL IMPLANTS

Are you missing one or more teeth? Studies show that missing teeth can not only ruin  
your confidence, they can damage your social and professional life too! In short, missing  

teeth can damage so much more than your health – they affect your entire life!

Why not get your life back with dental implants?

- Janice

“There are plenty of dentists who do implants, but Dr. Nerestant is the only one I wanted 
to go to. Now I have had every tooth replaced with an implant and I love it. Implants look 
more natural, they feel natural, and I can eat whatever I want. I’ve even had an attitude 
shift and feel more outgoing. It’s hard to explain but it is really great. I’d recommend this 
to anyone. You won’t be disappointed.” – LAMAR

- Lamar



Why should I choose dental implants?
People who are bitterly disappointed with their old dentures, partials or failing teeth,  

find the end of their embarrassment and frustration with Dr. Nerestant’s  
innovative implant methodology and his wide range of implant options. 

IN  FACT, MANY PEOPLE SAY THAT IMPLANTS: 

 • Make them feel whole again   • Brought back their youthful vibrancy
 • Help them feel healthier   • Gave them superb comfort and function
 • Afford better sleep    • Let them eat and enjoy food again
 • Enhance their romantic life

A vibrant smile you can be proud to show off

Total freedom from removable dentures

No more embarrassing moments when eating or speaking

The ability to chew and eat anything you like

Freedom from dental disease

Stabilized gum tissue and bone structure

Better nutrition and digestion

Longer life expectancy

Better sleep at night

Fewer headaches and lessened upper body pain

More youthful appearance

The Benefits 

of 

DENTAL 

IMPLANTS:

Be Healthier
Dental implants can actually 
free you from the constant 
threat of periodontal disease 
that hangs over the heads of all 
denture wearers and allow you 
to end the use of unhealthy  
denture adhesive. Because 
implants stimulate the jawbone, 
they stop bone loss and  
movement of your remaining 
teeth, decreasing your risk for 
TMJ disorder, jaw pain and 
popping, headaches, and even 
migraines. Most people even 
enjoy more restful sleep once 
they replace their dentures. And 
don’t forget, implants allow you 
to eat a proper diet which is vital 
for your health. 

Eat Well Again
Eating is associated with so 
many of life’s little pleasures: 
Mealtimes are when families 
and friends come together to 
communicate, enjoy each other, 
and celebrate life. Sadly, people 
who wear dentures often avoid 
social situations where eating 
and talking are involved  
because of embarrassment. 

Missing teeth and dentures can 
also decrease the pleasure and 
flavor of food and make certain 
foods impossible to eat. Dentures 
simply cannot apply the amount 
of force needed for effective 
chewing. In addition, the plastic 
over the roof of your mouth from 
a traditional denture affects the 
taste and mouthfeel of your food. 

Look Younger
Missing teeth can make you look 
decades older because of the lack 
of teeth and bone to support your 
facial structure. The trouble is that 
if the bone which surrounds your 
teeth is not stimulated from with-
in, your body begins to dissolve, 
or resorb it. Dentures become 
loose, wrinkles deepen, the face 
takes on a permanent frown, jowls 
form, and the lower part of your 
face looks collapsed or fallen in. 

Dental implants immediately stop, 
and often reverse, this process. 
In fact, many patients look 10-15 
years younger with implants than 
they did with dentures. 

- Ricky- Susan- Sly- Sue

“I was hesitant to get an 

implant because I don’t 

like surgery, so I put it  

off. My family, especially 

my mom and dad,  

encouraged me to get 

the implant. Not only did 

my confidence return 

after that implant,  

my family was very happy 

and excited that my  

pretty smile was back”. 

– RICKY



Dental Implants
• Enjoy food again
• Experience freedom from dental disease
• Reduce headaches and jaw pain
• Sleep better, feel healthier, live longer
• Look younger
• Regain confidence

Dentures
• Embarrassment when eating
• Difficulty chewing
• Aged, unnatural appearance
• Gooey, unsanitary adhesive
• Headaches & jaw pain
• Uncomfortable sleep

vs.

The Silver  
Standard

Removable  
Porcelain/Acrylic 

Implant Teeth 
These feel and  
look almost like  

natural teeth

The Platinum  
Standard

Non-Removable  
Porcelain  

Implant Teeth 
No plastic, no  

gagging, feel and look 
like natural teeth

The 18th Century 
Standard

A Denture 
Bulky, causes  

gagging, interferes 
with taste, unhygienic, 

denture goop-glue 
required

The Gold  
Standard

 
Non-Removable  
Porcelain/Acrylic 

Implant Teeth 
95% less plastic  
than a denture,  

feel and look like  
natural teeth

Dr. Nerestant’s distinctive implant method allows almost anyone to choose implants to  
replace their teeth. Dr. Nerestant offers a wide range of exclusive options to permanently  
solve your problems, help you feel great about yourself, regain normal chewing, achieve 

long-lasting beauty, and experience the comfort that you deserve.
 

Experience 
Comfort at  

Midtown Dental!
Beautiful, tranquil office

Heated, massaging treatment chairs
Neck pillows and blankets

WHAT ARE 
My Options?

ALTERNATIVES TO 

Dentures

“I had no idea what to expect of the  
implant process. I have to say Betzi and 
Dr. N brought me through the process 
with very little pain, and I felt personally 
cared for by both of them over the months. 
Thank you both for a new tooth and a 
WIDE SMILE again.” – GRETCHEN

- Lamar - Diane - James
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Education and Beyond
• Doctor of Dental Surgery (DDS) degree 

University Detroit/Mercy in Michigan

• Dawson Center for Comprehensive Dentistry 

• Misch Implant Institute 

• Nash Institute for Cosmetic Dentistry

• Dr. Frank Spear 

Dr. N constantly implements advanced learning and 
cutting-edge technologies for his patients’ benefit. 
He is frequently published in local magazines on 
dental health care and prevention. As the Woman- 
to-Woman Smile-Makeover Dentist, he believes the 
gift of a smile truly changes lives.

Awards and Fellowships
• Air Force Achievement Medal

Awarded for outstanding leadership,  
professional skills, and dedication to patients

 
• Fellow, International Congress of  

Oral Implantologists (ICOI) 
One of the highest international designations 
for skill in the surgery and restoration of dental 
implants 

• Fellow, Misch International Implant  
Institute (MIII)

The most acclaimed implant training institute in 
the world 

• Candidate for Fellowship, AGD 
In recognition of the countless hours  
devoted to the broad range of postgraduate 
dental education

Why Choose Dr. William Nerestant?
Dr. Nerestant has been helping patients enjoy eating and smiling again with dental 
implants since 1998. His special methods of implant dentistry rescue denture  
patients and those whose teeth need complete reconstructions. Combined with 
advanced techniques, this allows even the most compromised mouth to enjoy 
dental health again. Because of his advanced training, most treatments are  
performed right here at Midtown Dental. 


